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Introduction
TruHearing is a force for positive change in the hearing healthcare
industry. Everyday we work to help more people get the hearing
healthcare they need at a price they can afford. In doing so, we work with
health plans and providers to align all our goals to benefit the hearing loss
consumer. Our strength as a brand lies not in our pricing or the prestige of
our partners, but in our ability to speak to the needs of each audience in
an authentic and relatable way that offers them concrete solutions to the
problems they face every day.
This guide establishes our visual and verbal voice and illustrates how our
voice is applied to each of our audiences.
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Identity Guidelines

The Wordmark
The wordmark is TruHearing’s primary
identifying mark. Our other identifying marks
should not be used right next to the wordmark.
For proper use of the wordmark, please follow
these guidelines. More direction on when to use
the wordmark is provided in Section 2: Visual
Tone.
The visual relationship between
each element comprising this
mark is fixed. It must not be
redrawn, reproportioned or
modified in any way.

Size

digital

print

When using the wordmark be
tasteful in its size. Please follow
the minimum size rules for digital
and print as indicated.
Minimum width = 150 pixels

Proportional scaling
Keep proportion equal when
scaling artwork. Always constrain proportions for width
and height. Never stretch the
artwork. Be sure to hold the shift
key to maintain proper proportion when scaling.

Minimum width = 1.25 inches

proportional scaling

artwork has been stretched

artwork has been stretched
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Identity Guidelines

The Wordmark (continued)
Clear space
Clear space protects the
wordmark from being crowded
out by surrounding marketing
matter. Always make sure to
allow sufficient clear space.

Color

Clear space = a full “H” as shown

primary

secondary

The primary color use for the
wordmark is TruGreen on white
or white on a field of TruGreen.
There are minimal occasions
where it would be appropriate
to use another color. When there
is a secondary placement of the
wordmark, for example in the
footer of a website, it can be represented with TruGray on white
or white on a field of TruGray.
There may also be occasions
where black and white is
required such as in a fax in which
case, solid black and solid white
would be acceptable.
No other color treatement of the
wordmark is acceptable. If any
questions arise please consult
with the TruHearing marketing
department.
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Identity Guidelines

Using the Monogram
The monogram is a shorthand version of the
wordmark. It is typically used as a support
to the wordmark and rarely as a replacement
for it. Although, with internal and customer
communications it can be employed alone
because of the familiarity with the brand.

Size

digital

print

When using the wordmark be
tasteful in its size. Please follow
the minimum size rules for digital
and print as indicated.
Minimum width = 45 pixels

Minimum width = .35 inches

Proportional scaling
Keep proportion equal when
scaling artwork. Scale at 100%.
Do not stretch or compress the
artwork when scalling. Be sure to
hold the shift key to maintain
proper proportion when scaling.

proportional scaling

artwork has been stretched

Clear Space
Clear space protects the art
from being crowded out by
surrounding marketing matter.
Make sure to always allow
sufficient clear space.

Clear space = ½ an “H” as shown
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Identity Guidelines

Using the Monogram (continued)
Color

primary

secondary

black and white ( fax only )

The primary color use for the
monogram is TruGreen on white
or white on a field of TruGreen.
The monogram can also be
represented with TruGray on
white or white on a field of
TruGray. This would not be the
preferred use, however.
There may also be occasions
where black and white is
required such as in a fax, in
which case, solid black and solid
white would be acceptable.
No other color treatement of
the monogram is acceptable.
If any questions arise contact
the TruHearing marketing
department.

Containers
The monogram can be reversed
out of container shapes using
approved colors. The page tag
butts up to the page edge. It
should be used tastefully and not
upstage the Wordmark.

Minimum height = .5 inches

page edge

Monogram badge

Monogram page tag

Container placement
To maintain consistency,
please use the diagrams to the
right as a guide for contained
monogram placement. Although
other placement options are
acceptable, the options shown
provide a quiet and tasteful
treatment of the monogram.

option a , b
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Identity Guidelines

Using the Watermark
The watermark is designed to support the story
of the TruHearing brand experience. It’s never
used side by side with either the wordmark or
the monogram. It is always used as a secondary
graphic element that adds interest and texture.

Size
Please follow the minimum
size rules for digital and print
as indicated. An exception to
this rule is when the Watermark
is used as part of a repeating
pattern element as seen in
Textures and Patterns

digital

print

Minimum width = 45 pixels

Minimum width = .5 inches

Proportional scaling
Keep proportion equal when
scaling artwork. Always
constrain proportions for width
and height. Never stretch the
artwork. Be sure to hold the
shift key to maintain proper
proportion when scaling.

proportional scaling

artwork has been stretched

Transparency & color
When overlaying a background
color use the “multiply” effect
for a more natural color blend.
The watermark can be used
with any of the approved color
palette, but do not mix colors. If
overlaying a color, the watermark
must be a transparency of the
same color.
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Identity Guidelines

Using the Watermark (continued)
Cropping
The watermark can be used very
flexibly. It does not need to be
cropped, but it can be beautifully
cropped inside a shape or at the
edge of a page. When cropping,
make sure the watermark still
clearly features the singing bird
in the tree. Any cropping that
cuts out part of the bird is not
acceptable.

page edge

page edge

Content interaction
When the watermark interacts with
content, keep in mind:
Subtle, low contrast adds a layer of
detail without being distracting.
A good use of negative space
should be carefully considered
so the negative shapes around
the watermark are as aesthetically
pleasing as the watermark itself.

Subtle, low contrast
Good use of negative space
Retain good legibility
No tangents

Legibility of images, words, and the
watermark itself is a must.

Everyday life should
be heard every day.
Save thousands of dollars on hearing aids!

Exclusive Savings. Latest Technology. Best Service. Yours as
a member of Regence Blueshield of Idaho.

Examples of Savings (per pair)

Avoid tangents which occur when
two elements are uncomfortably
close to one another, neither
overlapping nor far enough apart,
creating visual tension.

Product

Retail

TruHearing

You Save

Starkey Xino i90

$2,000

$1,200

$800

Widex Dream 220

$2,000

$1,200

$800

ReSound Alera 5 W

$2,000

$1,200

$800

Call us today to start saving

(888) 888-8888

All appointments must be scheduled through TruHearing
THIS IS NOT INSURANCE. TruHearing provides discounts through contracted health plans for hearing aid sales and professional services at selected hearing care providers.
services at discounted prices. TruHearing® is a registered trademark of TruHearing, Inc.
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Color
The color that first represents TruHearing
is green. The other colors in the TruHearing
palette support it, add flexibility to it, and allow
it to work together with key partners.

Primary palette

primary palette

TruGreen is the primary color for
TruHearing brand recognition.
TruGray supports TruGreen. It is
the steady workhorse used for
body copy, shape divisions, and
flooded patterns.

Accent palette

C
M
Y
K

82
0
86
0

R
G
B
HEX

0
181
93
#00b551

Pantone
7481 C 7481 U

C
M
Y
K

50
30
40
90

R
G
B
HEX

85
85
85
#555555

Pantone
425 C 447 U

accent palette

Accents are not always used
and are always secondary to the
primary palette. Their role is to
provide energy and variety to
the vibrant TruGreen and the
steady grays. They are most often
used as icon colors or to organize
content or infographics. They
should never compete with the
primary palette or confuse brand
recognition.

Health plan colors

health plan palette

In co-branded materials a
health plan partner may want
to use their color palette. This is
acceptable as seen in Section 2
Visual Tone.
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C
M
Y
K

0
64
73
12

R
G
B
HEX

241
74
65
#f14a41

Pantone
7625 C 7625 U

C
M
Y
K

7
1
89
10

R
G
B
HEX

216
199
75
#d8c74b

Pantone
611 C 610 U

C
M
Y
K

81
0
39
0

R
G
B
HEX

0
176
171
#00b0ab

Pantone
326 C 325 U

C
M
Y
K

52
0
96
0

R
G
B
HEX

92
154
27
#78be20

Pantone
368 C/U

C
M
Y
K

100
13
1
2

R
G
B
HEX

0
129
198
#0081c6

Pantone
Process Blue C/U
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Typography
Typography in the TruHearing brand is about
contrast. The Myriad Pro Light and Black
typefaces provide elegance and sturdiness.
Clarendon is a friendly and sophisticated serif
that adds personality and Minion Pro offers
greater legibility for long-form reading.

Print
Myriad Pro gives a very clean and
sophisticated look. It is offered
in a variety of styles and weights
that can be used for headlines
and subheadlines and in body
copy for special emphasis. The
combination of Myriad Pro Light
and Black is most common ly
used because the contrast of
weights creates an attractive
brand dynamic.
Clarendon LT Standard can be
used in headlines and, in some
cases, body copy for short-form
content. Because of its unique
and whimsical nature it can be
sprinkled in to add character
when needed.
Minion Pro is a secondary option
for use in editorial content where
there is more long-form reading
and lengthy bodies of text. It
pairs nicely with both Myriad Pro
and Clarendon LT Standard.

Minimum size = 11.5 pt

Aa
Aa
Aa
Aa
Aa

Myriad Pro Light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
Myriad Pro Black
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

Clarendon LT Standard Light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
Clarendon LT Standard Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

Minion Po Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
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Identity Guidelines

Typography (continued)
Digital
Myriad Pro Light is used for
headlines and body copy. Its natural
refinement gives it a very clean
and sophisticated look. It can stand
alone or paired with Myriad Black or
Clarendon Light or Bold.
Myriad Pro Regular is a substitute for
Myriad Light when legibility would
otherwise suffer using Myriad Light.
Myriad Pro Black is used for
headlines and subheadlines and in
body copy for special emphasis. The
contrast between Myriad Pro Light
and Black is important. It creates an
attractive dynamic.

Desktop & email
Calibri Regular is used in desktop
published materials and email
where the Myriad type family is
not universally available. It is used
for headlines and body copy.
Calibri Bold is used in desktop
published materials and email
where the Myriad type family is
not universally available. It is used
for headlines, subheadlines, and
for special emphasis in body copy.
Georgia Regular and Bold is used in
desktop published materials and
email where the Clarendon type
family is not available. Georgia
serves as a headline and body
copy typeface for editorial content.

Minimum size = 16 px

Aa
Aa
Aa

Myriad Pro Light
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
Myriad Pro Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

Myriad Pro Black
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789

Minimum size = 11.5 pt

Aa
Aa
Aa
Aa

Calibri Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
Calibri Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
Georgia Regular
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
Georgia Bold
ABCDEFGHIJKLMNOPQRSTUVWXYZ
abcdefghijklmnopqrstuvwxyz 0123456789
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Typography (continued): Business Development

Header Titles and
Subtitles
This style is primarily used to give
a title to a piece, and follow it up
with a supporting statement or
sentance. Titles should be Myriad
Pro Black 32 pt. Subtitles should be
Myriad Pro Italic 16 pt.

Header Titles and Intro
Paragraphs
This style is primarily used to give
a title to a piece, and follow it up
with an introductory paragraph.
Titles should be Myriad Pro Bold
32 pt. Intro paragraphs should be
Myriad Pro Light 13 pt.

Section Titles and
Subtitles
This is used when you need to
open a new section. Titles are
Myriad Pro Regular 18 pt. Subtitles
are Myriad Pro Light 11.5 pt.

Subheads and Body
Copy
Standard body copy. If you need
to use Subheads they should be
Myriad Pro Semi-Bold Italic 11.5 pt.
Body copy is Myriad Pro Light 11.5
pt. For Business Development body
copy is never smaller than 11.5 pt.
*Please note that while these are
standards for typography, you are
welcome to tweak these styles
and sizes with design approval.

Hear Better.
Feel Better.
Save Thousands.
TruHearing saves you 30-60%
on hearing aids

Better Hearing
Better Health
Blue Cross Blue Shield of Arizona Advantage now
offers a hearing aid benefit that includes high
quality hearing aids and local professional care at a
fraction of the cost. Most health plans don’t offer a
hearing aid benefit.

2019 Hearing Aid Coverage
Your plan covers up to two hearing aids per year.
State-of-the-Art Technology
Independent hearing healthcare providers have been
feeling increasing pressure in the hearing aid market
for years. Not only are they facing competition from
other independent providers, but big players like
Costco, UnitedHealthcare, and manufacturer-owned
retail are making aggressive inroads into the hearing
aid market.
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Shapes, Icons and Graphics
Shapes and icons assist in telling our
story—repeating the bold, clean, and human
characteristics found in the identifying marks—
and act as funtional wayfinding and message
containers. These flexible guidelines will help you
create shapes and icons quickly and on brand.

Use

Savings (Per Pair)

Shapes are containers and icons
are communicators. Shapes
contain text messages, images,
textures, or all three combined.
They also divide pages and help
organize content. Icons serve as
illustrations to tell our story and
help the audience find their way
through the content.

uHearing

You Save

$1,200

$800

$860

$540

$1,050

$700

Everyday life
should be
heard every
day.

Simple geometry
Simple geometry is the basis of
all shapes and icons. Container
shapes are rectangles or squares
with rounded corners. Icons
employ squares, rectangles,
circles, triangles, and more. These
simple shapes harmonize with
our identifying marks, using
a combination of straights
and curves. When creating a
containing shape or an icon, try to
execute the idea in the simplest
way possible.
Corner radiuses are standardized
as large, medium, and small
dimensions. On a one-inch
grid, these relationships are .08
inches, .04 inches, and .02 inches
as shown. Scale accordingly as
needed.

1 in. grid

.02 in corner
.04 in corner
.08 in corner

Corner radiuses = .02 in, .04 in, and .08 in respectively
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Identity Guidelines

Shapes, Icons and Graphics (continued)
Using the Grid
The icon grid is designed
to answer questions about
shape, proportion, and size
relationships. The grid is 12 units
x 12 units and contains a stack of
geometric shapes that provide
structure for just about any
configuration you may need.

Guiding Principles
Clarity at small sizes requires
the idea of the icon to be very
simple and recognizable.You
will need to test at minimum
size throughout the process.
Minimum size for icons is 16
pixels at the longest edge.
Simple shapes communicate
better, fit better within the grid,
and reduce in size to be more
memorable than overworked
configurations.
Beyond the grid, remember that
all art must be aesthetically
pleasing, so don’t forget the grid
is a tool, but it does not replace
sound design judgement.

Building New Icons
Using and breaking the grid
is important when building
icons. The grid is designed to
answer 99% of shape and size
relationships in icons.
Find it in:

Minimum icon size = 16 pixels at longest edge
Be sure to test for clarity at small sizes.
Simple shapes trump overworked configurations.
The grid provides structure and ensures consistency,
but the designer ensures it is beautiful.

TruAssets/Art/TH_IconsGrid.ai
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Patterns
Patterns add interest and differentiation to
brand communications. The tactile experience
of graphic patterns give body to the brand.
These patterns create a unique and memorable
suite with a variety of applications.

Patterns

pattern one

TruHearing patterns range from
simple geometric shapes to
more engaging combinations
of symbols and icons. Some
audiences will allow use of
several patterns while others
are more restrained. See Section
2 Visual Tone for more detailed
information about their use.

pattern two

pattern three
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Photography
TruHearing photography reflects our values
and is fast and easy to reproduce. Images are
relatable, respectful, and aspirational. The
following guidelines will help you to find,
select, and treat TruHearing photography in an
appropriate and consistent way.

Finding images
Images can be found in three
ways: the TH Image Library, stock
photography websites, and custom shoots. Specifics are shown
to the left.

truhearing image library

Internal Departments: Contact marketing to get you access
External Vendors: Contact TruHearing’s creative director for access information
stock photography websites

Need to buy? If you cannot find a photo that fits your needs in the TH Image LIbrary, you can
shop for a stock image on a stock photography website. When choosing a photograph please
follow the guidelines below in the “Selecting Images” section. Once selected please follow
the guidelines below in the “Treating Images” section. All images in the TH Image Library have
already been treated. Please purchase the largest image option possible for use in other media.
Here are a fiew of the stock photography websites we recommend:
www.istockphoto.com
www.shutterstock.com
www.thinkstock.com
custom photo shoots

Need something custom? If you feel a custom shot or set of shots is needed, you must
obtain approval from the TruHearing marketing department before you begin. When planning
a photo shoot please follow the guidelines below in the “Selecting Images” section. Consider
the guidelines below in the “Treating Images” section as you plan and carry out the shoot to
maintain the same visual language across all of our image base.

All new images MUST be approved by TruHearing prior to use. When purchasing from a
stock website, send the TruHearing marketing department a watermarked copy for of the image
you would like to use before purchasing. When planning a custom photo shoot involve the
TruHearing marketing department and creative director throughout the planning process and
submit a proposal for the shoot that can be approved before moving forward. These provisions
will ensure the image or shoot is approved for use before any investment is lost. TruHearing will
not pay for or provide reimbursement on purchased images that are not approved.
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Photography: (Continued)

Selecting images
When selecting images, either
from our existing image library
or from a stock photography
website, or when engaging a
photographer in a custom photo
shoot, there are some specific
guidelines that will help you get
the best results possible while
strengthening the TruHearing
brand experience.

appropriateness

When selecting a photograph, you could choose an image because you like it, or you could
choose an image like you are picking out of a hat, without thinking about how it contributes
to the marketing objectives. These approaches are less effective. A better way is to select
images that fit the message you are trying to communicate and are relatable to the audience
who will receive it.
The appropriateness of an image selection can be more easily determined by considering
the following questions:
› Who is the audience?
› What is the message? What is it that you want to say?
› How do you want the viewer to feel?
› What do you want the viewer to do as a result of the marketing piece?
subject matter

Below are a few guidelines for selecting the subject matter for your photography needs.
People
Not every photograph needs a person as the central subject in a photograph, in fact many
times it may be more appropriate for a person to be secondary or not even present to get
the message across. That said, in most cases using people as the primary subject matter is
an effective way to help the audience connect with the message. Showing people together
enjoying each other’s company and strengthening relationships has been shown in market
testing to be an especially meaningful reminder of why hearing aids matter.
Age
Although the prime age for hearing aid wearers is 60 and above, most people do not think
of themselves as 60 and above. In fact, one of the biggest emotional hurdles that those with
hearing loss feel when considering hearing aids is that having them would mean they are old.
At the same time, portraying hearing aid wearers as too young immediately feels irrelevant
and can be dismissed. A good rule of thumb is between 55 and a younger looking 65.
Life Experiences
Everyday life experiences support the brand promise of TruHearing that “life is so much better
when you can hear” and “everyday life should be heard every day”. As you consider your
audience, would a particular life experience reach them where another approach would not?
Consider highlighting activities that communicate the positive impact hearing aids have on
everyday life. Are there experiences that a person has not been able to enjoy but now can
because she has decided to get hearing aids? The simple act of listening to the sound of a
bird, for example, can be both life changing and life renewing.
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Photography (Continued)

Treating images
The goal with applying the
simple treatment steps on this
page is to help the imagery
not look like off-the-shelf stock
photography by taking a little bit
of control over it, and to begin to
establish a consistent look across
all of our imagery.
Ultimately it should be a simple
process that allows everyone to
quickly prep an image that is on
brand and visually effective.

step one : crop

Sometimes images will be cropped well from the start, but most of the time they require a little
TLC. Crop the image to get the most impactful composition possible. Pay attention to negative
space (or the space round the subject), watch out for tangents (or the visual tension created
when things are almost touching, but not quite), and overall aesthetic.
step two : desaturate slightly

The desaturation is quite subtle. You just want to take some of the typical oversaturation edge off
of the stock photography, but you are not looking for anything even close to grayscale images.
This step just adds a little bit of sophistication to the image and sets the stage for the adjustment
of the brightness and contrast.
step three : adjust brightness and contrast

This step too is not a drastic change. To quietly increase the dramatic effect you want to increase
the contrast and possibly the brightness. Be careful not to increase the brightness too much or
you will blow out the light areas and they will be wrong. A small adjustment should do it.
Final Image
Original Image

Original Image
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Photography (Continued)

Samples
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Production Requirements
As printed pieces are considered for production,
decisions are made and notes are kept to help
get the work done faster, look spot on, and
perform their best. The following is a running
list of guidlines for the printing process and for
meeting fulfillment regulations.

We continue learning

paper stock

This section will grow as we
continue to create work with
the new brand identity. We will
document what we learn to
keep things consistent. Please
submit any new findings to the
marketing department for future
style guide updates.

High-End
Mid-Level

Neenah Classic Crest Avon Brilliant White Smooth
Cougar Opaque White Smooth

Weight Limitations = Always check with fulfillment to verify that the
weight of paper you are considering will work with their machines.

print screening ( for patterns when creating two tones out of a single color

Coated
Uncoated

)

% Ratio = 100 / 90
% Ratio = 100 / 75

envelopes

When ordering envelopes:
70# paper weight. (heavier or lighter will not work with the machines in fulfillment)
Standard flap. (square flaps will not work with the machines in fulfillment)
Return address on windowed envelopes. (be sure return address is at least 3/4 inch
away from window on windowed envelopes)
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Visual Tone

Tone
At TruHearing we communicate with
four audience types, each with particular
messaging needs. This section is designed to
help you understand how to apply the identity
components from section one to create the
correct tone for each audience.
TruHearing Branded Tone

For direct leads, customers, and internal communication

Co-Branded Tone

For leads reached through co-branded materials

Provider Tone

For providers, including materials for recruitment, training, notifications, and care

Health Plan Partner Tone

For a health plan audience, including everyone from field reps to customer
service to executives

Brand Style Guide April, 2019
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Visual Tone

TruHearing Branded Tone
We are a peer or trusted friend: warm, friendly,
sincere, and focused on the sounds of everyday
life. The board below is just a starting point for
designing in the TruHearing branded tone.
Use For:

identifiers

colors

fonts

shapes

textures patterns

Aa
Aa
Aa
Aa

- Direct leads
- Customers
- Internal communications

Everyday life should
be heard every day.

photography

custom

stock

Better hearing
begins today

truhearing.com
Interested in saving money on batteries?

Customer Care

(877) 396-7190
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Visual Tone

Co-Branded Tone
Trusted, friendly communication from their
health plan: clean, clear, conversational, and
easy. The board below is just a starting point for
designing in the co-branded tone.
Use For:

identifiers

colors

fonts

shapes

textures patterns photography

Aa
Aa

- Co-branded materials

Special Note:

custom

stock

What is outlined here is the
rule, unless specific direction
comes from the health plan,
in which case we always do what
the plan asks—even if it takes us
away from our co-branded tone.

Exclusive Savings
Negotiated pricing that provides Blue Cross
Medicare Advantage members an average
savings of $890 per hearing aid
Exclusive Savings
Negotiated pricing that provides Blue Cross
Medicare Advantage members an average
savings of $890 per hearing aid

truhearing.com/products

Everyday life should
be heard every day.
Save thousands of dollars on hearing aids!

Exclusive Savings. Latest Technology. Best Service. Yours as
a member of Regence Blueshield of Idaho.

Examples of Savings (per pair)
Product

Retail

TruHearing

You Save

Starkey Xino i90

$2,000

$1,200

$800

Widex Dream 220

$2,000

$1,200

$800

ReSound Alera 5 W

$2,000

$1,200

$800

All appointments must be scheduled through TruHearing

Regence Advantages offers access to discounts on
products and services that Members may elect to
obtain from certain independent vendors. These
products and services may be different from those that
are covered under your policy with Regence BlueShield
of Idaho, its contracts with Medicare, or any other
applicable federal healthcare program. To find out what
is covered under your policy, call Regence BlueShield of
Idaho. The products and services described herein are
neither offered nor guaranteed under your Regence
BlueShield of Idaho policy or any contract with the
Medicare program. In addition, they are not subject to
the Medicare appeals process or the Regence
BlueShield of Idaho grievance process. Regence
BlueShield of Idaho neither recommends, endorses,
warrants nor guarantees any specific Regence
Advantages partner products or programs.
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Visual Tone

Provider Tone
We are a trusted professional peer and business
consultant: transparent, empowering, and
clear. The board below is just a starting point
for designing in the provider tone.
Use For:

identifiers

colors

fonts

shapes

textures patterns

photography

Aa
Aa
Aa
Aa

- Provider recruitment
- Provider training
- Provider notifications
- Provider care

custom

stock

TruHearing Supplements

TruHearing Supplements

Your Practice

Your Practice
97%

Find out how you can boost
your business with TruHearing
Exam Fees
We inform the patient that they will pay
$75 to the provider at the time of their
exam. You have the option to charge the
exam fee to the patient, bill the patient’s
insurance for the services, or waive the
fee. This is entirely up to you.

96%

95%
92%

54%
2015 member satisfaction ratings

Did you know?
Oluptasp eritatia simagni
endandia aut facepre porenis
quis et aut re cusandusda ad
erum reperfernat andisin
cienditat

“One of the best
decisions I have
made for my
business”
—Tony Torranto
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Content Style

Voice and Tone
TruHearing is straightforward and authentic
in all our communication and should always
epitomize our company values: delight, enjoy,
improve, align, and be “tru.” Based on these
values, our company voice can be playful
or serious or emotional, depending on the
context. However, our ability to connect with
people and make their lives easier underlies
all our communication—from articles to flyers
to PowerPoint presentations. The tone we
use to convey a specific message to a specific
audience will vary, but our voice is constant
and conveys who we are as a company and
how our customers and partners will view us.
Voice

The voice of TruHearing should imbue our various audiences with trust and confidence
that working with TruHearing will help them reach their goals, whether those goals are
medical, social, or financial.
The TruHearing voice is:
• Empowering but not patronizing
• Knowledgeable but not academic
• Easy to understand but not dumbed down
• Transparent but not overcomplicated
• Authentic but not unprofessional

Tone

Although our voice should be consistent across all content, our tone will vary according
to context and audience. Overall, take into account the goals and emotional state of
the audience when crafting content. Are they happy? Frustrated? Eager to explore?
Comparing? Just need the facts? Adjust tone according to the audience’s needs.
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Tone for Major Audience Segments
LEADS AND CUSTOMERS (TRUHEARING BRAND)
We are a peer or trusted friend.
Most of our target customers are over 65, but they don’t want to feel like anyone is
pushing a product for old people on them. So we won’t. Speak to this audience about
the issues and concerns that face anyone with hearing loss—regardless of age. After all,
hearing loss is a healthcare issue, not an age issue.
Do:
• Use conversational, friendly language that is simple and clear.
• Feel free to be clever and use humor when the context calls for it.
• Be open and honest—we aren’t hiding anything.
• Empower them with the knowledge they need to make informed decisions.
• Authentically address their concerns, like the cost and appearance of hearing aids.
• Focus on the everyday benefits of wearing hearing aids.
• Use videos, testimonials, and recommendations from their peers.
Don’t:
• Talk down to them.
• Joke about their health or their age.
• Use age-related language, i.e., discussing retirement, excessive references to
grandchildren, “twilight” years, declining health, etc.
• Focus on the technical aspects of hearing aids. Seriously, they don’t care about the
features; they only care if the hearing aids are easy-to-use and will help them hear better.
• Focus on negative health effects of hearing loss
Example:

Hi Bill,

Conversational tone, that is friendly,
clear, and honest.
Reference to a video that will
demonstrate everyday benefits of
hearing aids from one of their peers.
Empower the customer to make their
own decisions.

This is Sarah from TruHearing. It’s been a few months since we
talked last, so I wanted to touch base with you and let you know that
I’m available anytime to answer any questions you have about the
TruHearing program.
I also thought you might like this video about one of our recent
customers.
If you’re still thinking about buying hearing aids, give me a call at
(888) 888-8888. I’m available to schedule you for a hearing exam
whenever you’re ready.

LEADS AND CUSTOMERS (CO-BRANDED)
We are a trusted, friendlier version of their health plan.
The audience for co-branded materials is the same as the TruHearing brand materials;
however, our co-branded voice takes most of its cues from the health plan through
which the message is being sent. The voice of co-branded materials should feel friendly
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yet official, welcoming yet conservative. Shoot for a 50/50 split of TruHearing brand
voice/official health plan voice. When in doubt, use a more conservative, official
tone over the more conversational TruHearing brand tone.
Do:
• Use exact wording and conventions (if any) outlined by the health plan partner.
• Where possible, use conversational, friendly language that is simple and clear.
• Be open and honest—we aren’t hiding anything.
• Empower the audience with the knowledge they need to make informed
decisions.
• Focus on answering the concerns of potential customers, like the cost and
appearance of hearing aids.
• Focus on the everyday benefits of wearing hearing aids.
• Use videos, testimonials, and recommendations from the audience’s peers.
Don’t:
• Talk down to them.
• Joke about their health or their age.
• Use age-related language, i.e., discussing retirement, excessive references to
grandchildren, “twilight” years, declining health, etc.
• Focus on the technical aspects of hearing aids. Seriously, they don’t care about the
features; they only care if the hearing aids are easy-to-use and will help them hear
better.
• Focus on negative health effects of hearing loss
Example:
Use health plan names to build trust.
Using contractions and addressing the
members directly makes the message
seem friendly and approachable.
In our TruHearing brand materials,
we’d probably say something like, “We
help you save thousands on hearing
aids.” But here, more formal language
contributes to the feeling that this
message is coming from a health plan.
This CTA asks the member to take
actions without being pushy or salesy.

At Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Illinois (BCBSIL), we’re
constantly looking for ways to help improve the health and lives
of our members. That’s why we’re excited to let you know about
a valuable program that provides substantial cost savings when
purchasing hearing aids. TruHearing, has saved hearing aid
customers millions of dollars and is now available to BCBSIL
members. To take advantage, simply call 855-687-9714 today.

PROVIDERS
We are a trusted professional peer and business consultant.
Providers in the TruHearing network are independent business owners, and we
should respect their independence and experience whenever we communicate
with them. They are concerned about unmotivated patients, decreasing profit
margins, and increasing competition from big-box retailers, so our communication
with them should always be professional, straightforward, and focus on offering
positive solutions.
Do:
• Present transparent facts and benefits.
• Be respectful of their education and experience.
• Use medical and professional language they are accustomed to, e.g., “patients” not
“customers.”
• Speak clearly and competently about how TruHearing can address their concerns,
and backup statements with relevant sources and research.
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Don’t:
• Oversell the program or offer unrealistic outcomes.
• Be fluffy or vague. As business owners, they’ll see half-truths or unrealistic
promises as signs they cannot trust us.
• Imply that they are “our” providers or that we have any direct control over the way
they conduct their business.
Example:

Address providers directly to form a
personal relationship with them.

Exam fees
We inform the patient that they will pay $75 to the provider at the
time of their exam. You have the option to charge the exam fee to
the patient, bill the patient’s insurance for the services, or waive
the fee. This is entirely up to you.

TruHearing has customers, but
providers have patients. When we use
the language the provider uses, we
build trust and respect.

HEALTH PLAN PARTNERS

Simple, direct, and clear. No fluff.

Emphasize aspects of our program
that empower the provider to make
decisions regarding their own business.

We are a knowledgeable business partner.
Inside a health plan organization there are many different audiences, from onthe-ground sales representatives to customer service phone representatives to
middle management and executive leadership. At every level, we need to preserve
their trust in us as a partner who knows what they’re talking about, understands
their goals, and gives them easy-to-implement solutions that will save them time,
money, and headaches.
Do:
• Be professional.
• Speak clearly and directly, and get to the point quickly.
• Use facts, figures, and reliable sources to back up claims and information.
• Emphasize the concrete benefit the health plan or individual will receive from
partnering with and promoting TruHearing.
Don’t:
• Oversell the program or make unsubstantiated claims about TruHearing, the
health plan, the healthcare industry, or health plan members.
• Use marketing-speak.
• Use academic or clinical language.
• Let style, humor, or clever wording overshadow or muddy the message you’re
trying to convey.
Example:

This headline gets right to the
point and gives a clear benefit
without being clever or making
the audience feel as if they’re being
marketed to.
Offers a concrete value without
overselling or being clever.
Uses specialized language that is
clearly understood by the health plan
audience and highlights a benefit to
the plan.

Organizations that offer hearing aid coverage can give their
members high, perceived value at no cost, through TruHearing.
All VSP members and their families have access to TruHearing,
which saves members 30-60% off the retail cost of hearing aids.
The cost savings differentiates VSP from the competition and gives
your accounts a way to offer added value to their members with
no extra sign-up costs for members and no admin costs for the
account.
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Voice and Tone (continued)

General Voice and Tone Guidelines
USE LANGUAGE APPROPRIATE TO THE AUDIENCE
Always strive for clarity and err on the side of concision. However, keep in mind
that clarity may mean different things to different audiences. For example, business
terms and medical jargon have no place in content intended for a consumer
audience, but the use of specialized terminology with a health plan audience can
help build trust and respect. Seek to use terminology appropriate for each audience
and always speak their language.
USE ACTIVE VOICE
Use active voice as much as possible in all marketing and communications. Active
voice shows clear relationships, focuses on action not ideas, and emotionally
engages an audience better than passive voice.
Example:
• Passive voice: Taking advantage of TruHearing pricing is a great way to save on
hearing aids.
• Active voice: Customers save on hearing aids when they take advantage of
TruHearing prices.
Caveat:
Despite the virtues of active voice, health insurance companies tend to use passive
voice pervasively. When health plans dictate exact wording in passive voice, accept
it, move on, and live to fight another day.
BE CONSERVATIVE
Our content should feel familiar and safe. It should never be crude, rude, or brash.
TruHearing is friendly, but shouldn’t sound like a Buzzfeed listicle. Stay away from
aggressive language and controversy, and we’ll all be happier.
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Copy Guidelines
This is where we get into the nitty-gritty. TruHearing uses the Chicago Manual of Style.
The following are specific copy guidelines to keep in mind when writing content for
TruHearing.

Headings and Subheads
• Main headline and secondary headlines (H1 and H2): Title Case
• All other subheadings: Sentence case
Don’t use periods at the end of headlines, section heads, or subheads. The one exception to this rule is when using short statements for dramatic effect. For example: “Hear
More. Pay Less.” However, use these constructions sparingly—no more than once in a
single piece of content. If overused, they become cliché and lose their effect.

Links and URLs

When referring to the TruHearing website, the proper convention is: TruHearing.com.
Do not use www. at the beginning of URLs.
When referring to other web properties, mimic the convention they use to describe
themselves.
Do not use BUURLs (big ugly URLs). Always strive to link to other websites with link text
that is either inline (like in an article) or is descriptive of what the link will do or where it
will lead. For example:
• Don’t: For more information go to http://ww.truhearing.com/index/resources/howto/hearing-aid-help/00=5643.htm
• Do: For more information, take a look at our resources.
• Do: Another helpful resource on hearing health is ASHA.org.
When placing a URL in a print piece, use the simplest or most descriptive form of the
URL. For example:
• TruHearing.com
• TruHearing.com/hearing-aid-prices
If you need to point readers to a webpage with an overly complicated URL from print
collateral, use a URL shortener and create a descriptive URL. For example:
• Bit.ly/phonak-prices
• Bit.ly/noise-cancellation

Abbreviations and Acronyms

Abbreviations and acronyms are common both in medical language and in the health
plan world. If there is any question at all that a reader may not inherently understand an
acronym or abbreviation, use the full spelling of the term the first time it is mentioned
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Copy Guidelines (continued)
followed by the acronym or abbreviation in parentheses after it. You can then use
the acronym or abbreviation in subsequent instances. For example:
• First instance:
- Blue Cross and Blue Shield of Illinois (BCBSIL)
- Noise induced hearing loss (NIHL)
• Subsequent instances:
- BCBSIL
- NIHL

Ampersands

Avoid ampersands altogether unless they are part of a copyrighted or trademarked
brand or product name.

Capitalization

Capitalize proper nouns. These are not proper nouns: internet, email, website,
online, tweet, like.

The Oxford Comma

TruHearing uses the oxford comma and so should you.

Brand and Product Names

TruHearing content naturally includes a number of brand names and copyrighted
product names. Always use brand and products names the way the company/
brand owner itself uses its own name and products.
If a copyrighted name is accompanied by a ®, ™, © or any other type of mark,
include the appropriate mark with the first instance of the name. In subsequent
instances, leave it off.

Contractions

Use them. We’re not a stogy, stuffy company. We’re down to earth, and we talk like
real people. Real people use contractions.

Numbers

As a general rule, spell out single and double-digit numbers; use numerals for
numbers three digits or more. Examples:
• ReSound offers over fifteen models to choose from.
• There are over 6,000 provider locations nationwide.
Exceptions:
Spell out large, round numbers. Examples:
• Thousands
• Millions
• Hundreds
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Copy Guidelines (continued)
Use numerals with number ranges.
• Do: 7–10 days
• Don’t: seven to ten days
Use numerals for product names. Examples:
• ReSound LiNX2 9
• Starkey Z Series i30
Use numerals in percentages.
• Do: 45%
• Don’t: fifty-three percent
Use numerals in bulleted lists when the numbers are important to differentiating
each item, especially in short sales copy where quick recognition and understanding is important. For example:
• 3 provider visits for fitting and programing
• 45-day money-back guarantee
• 48 free batteries
Use numerals for single and double-digit numbers when a higher-digit number is
present within the sentence.
• Do: TruHearing offers over 100 hearing aid models from 6 leading manufacturers.
• Don’t: TruHearing has 3,100 providers nationwide, including fifty-three in Ohio.

Dates

Use the day of the week, month (abbreviated), then the day of the month (ordinal
number) followed by the year. If not including the day of the week, it is permissible
to spell out the month.
• Do: Monday, Jan. 12th 2014.
• Do: October 25th 2015
• Don’t: Tuesday, October twenty-first, 2014

Time

Denote time in the simplest form possible. Don’t spell out time. For full hours, don’t
include minutes.
• Do: 10am
• Do: 8:30pm
• Don’t: 7:00pm
• Don’t: seven-forty-five pm

Prices

Use a comma to separate the thousands place. Never spell out the price.
• Do: $1,285
• Don’t: $2500
• Don’t: twelve-hundred dollars
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Copy Guidelines (continued)
Telephone Numbers

CMS requires we use a one in front of seven-digit phone numbers. This is the
default format for phone numbers unless otherwise specified by a health plan on
co-branded materials. Use n-dashes between number groups. Examples:
• Do: 1–885-772–7654
• Don’t: 1–(885) 772–7654
• Don’t: 1.885.772.7654
Caveat:
Some health plans (like HCSC) have defined their own phone number formats.
Always follow the health plan’s direction in co-branded materials.

Hyphens and Dashes

Use a hyphen to link words together: best-selling, hand-selected
Use an n-dash in number ranges: 12am–1pm, $1,200–1,500
Use an m-dash to set apart phrases as outlined in the Chicago Manual of Style.

Text Emphasis

Feel free to bold or italicize text to create emphasis, but do not do both at the
same time.
• This is a fine way to emphasize a word or phrase.
• This is not.
Avoid the use of all caps except in acronyms or when part of a copyrighted brand
name or product.

Pronouns

When using a non-gendered subject, try to make it plural so you can avoid awkward gender-specific references or awkward constructions like “he or she,” or the
dreaded “he/she.” If you have to use a singular subject, it is acceptable to use “they/
their” as a singular personal pronoun when the gender of the person it refers to
is unknown. Don’t use constructions like the ones used above or the practice of
picking a gender at random and alternating use. Examples:
• Do: Audiologists use their training to find the best treatment for you.
• Do: An audiologist uses their training to find the best treatment for you.
• Don’t: An audiologist will use his or her training to find the best treatment for you.
• Don’t: An audiologist uses his training to find the best treatment for you.
Caveat:
Although the use of the “they/their” as a singular personal pronoun is widely
accepted nowadays, some health plans may request we use more formal constructions. When requested, use the language the health plan is more comfortable with.
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Copy Guidelines (continued)
Cities and States

When combining a city and state, spell out the city and use the postal code abbreviation of the state. When a state stands on its own, spell it out. Examples:
• Do: Augusta, GA
• Do: Georgia
• Don’t: Augusta, Georgia

Footnotes

The correct order of footnote symbols in a document is as follows:
1. * (asterisk)
2. † (dagger)
3. ‡ (double dagger)
4. § (section)
If there are more than four references in a document, consider using numbers
instead of symbols.
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Terms, Phrases, and Usage Unique to TruHearing
TruHearing Name

Guidelines for using the TruHearing brand name:
• The correct use of the TruHearing brand name is: TruHearing—capital T, capital H,
no spaces.
• Do not abbreviate TruHearing:
- Don’t: TH hearing aids
- Do: Approved TruHearing partners
- Do: Low TruHearing prices
The first instance of TruHearing in a document should include a registered trademark
symbol, ®. Do not include the registered mark on subsequent instances within the
same document.

TruHearing
Copyright

When TruHearing is the only copyrighted or trademarked name in a piece of
content, use the following copyright language at the bottom or end of the content:
All content ©2019 TruHearing, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
TruHearing® is a registered trademark of TruHearing, Inc.
When other brands or product names are used within the content—for example
the names of our manufacturers or health plan partners—use the following
copyright language:
All content ©2019 TruHearing, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
TruHearing® is a registered trademark of TruHearing,
Inc. All other trademarks, product names, and company
names are the property of their respective owners.
Include any other copyright language as mandated by health plan partners or
manufacturers.

TruHearing Program
Details

Details of the TruHearing program regarding fees, visits, and price claims should
appear on any materials that mention these subjects. The details should appear near
TruHearing copyright information or other legal disclaimers.
Program claims and features appear below with their counterpart details.
“Save thousands,” “save 30-60% off,” or other price claims
Savings based on a survey of national average retail hearing aid prices compared to
average TruHearing pricing. Actual customer savings will vary.
Three follow-up visits with a provider
Three follow-up visits must be used within one year after the date of initial purchase.
Forty-five-day risk-free trial
Forty-five-day trial subject to provider fees. For questions regarding fees, contact
TruHearing customer service.
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Terms, Phrases, and Usage Unique to TruHearing (continued)
Three-year warranty
Three-year warranty includes repairs and one-time loss and damage replacement.
Hearing aid repairs and replacements are subject to provider and manufacturer
fees. For questions regarding fees, contact a TruHearing Hearing Consultant..
Forty-eight free batteries
Free battery offer is not applicable to the purchase of rechargeable hearing aid
models.
All of these claims and features are often mentioned in the same document. When
that happens, use the following detail language:
Savings based on a survey of national average retail hearing aid prices compared to
average TruHearing pricing. Actual customer savings will vary. Three follow-up visits
must be used within one year after the date of initial purchase. Free battery offer
is not applicable to the purchase of rechargeable hearing aid models. Three-year
warranty includes repairs and one-time loss and damage replacement. Hearing
aid repairs and replacements are subject to provider and manufacturer fees. For
questions regarding fees, contact a TruHearing Hearing Consultant.

TruHearing
Hearing Aids

Three Follow-Up
Visits

Forty-five Day
Risk-free Trial

TruHearing has offered several hearing aid models. Here is the correct usage of
each one:
• Chime 500
• Chime 900
• Flyte 700
• Flyte 900
• TruHearing Advanced 19
• TruHearing Premium 19

After the initial hearing exam, customers get three subsequent office visits free of
charge—if they purchase hearing aids. The visits must be used within 12 months of
the initial exam.
How to refer to this aspect of our program:
• Do: three follow-up visits with a provider for fitting and adjustments
• Don’t: three free provider visits

We offer customers a forty-five-day trial period during which they can return or
exchange their hearing aids. If they return their aids, they will be refunded 100% of
the cost they’ve already paid.
How to refer to the guarantee:
Forty-five-day risk-free trial
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Terms, Phrases, and Usage Unique to TruHearing (continued)

Three-year
Warranty

With the purchase of hearing aids, customers receive a three-year warranty that
covers repairs and the replacement of lost hearing aids or hearing aids damaged
beyond repair. The manufacturer may charge a fee for the repairs and replacement,
which will vary depending on the manufacturer. Additionally, providers may charge
a fee for refitting and reprograming new devices.
How to refer to the warranty:
Three-year warranty

Discounts

Avoid the use of “discount” or “low cost” when talking about the TruHearing
program. Instead, use words like:
• Savings
• TruHearing pricing
In some instances—if promoting our program through a deal/coupon program,
like Blue365—it’s okay to use “discount” and “deal” language. In these cases, use your
best judgment based on context.

Savings

We illustrate concrete savings in three ways:
• Percentage off
• Dollar savings
• Amount savings
Percentage off
The approved percent-off range we use to illustrate general savings is 30-60%
off. This construction can be used multiple ways, but never by itself. Always clarify
30-60% off what?
• Do: TruHearing saves you 30-60% off the retail price of hearing aids
• Do: TruHearing prices are 30-60% lower than national average prices on hearing
aids
• Don’t: Hearing aids 30-60% off
• Don’t: TruHearing is 30-60% lower!
Dollar savings
Our customers save an average of $980 per hearing aid or $1,960 per pair.
Amount savings
Another way to express savings is with: Save thousands. For example:
• Save thousands on hearing aids
• TruHearing can save you thousands on hearing aids
• Hear Better. Save Thousands.
Never use: “Save hundreds.”
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Terms, Phrases, and Usage Unique to TruHearing (continued)
6,000 Providers

Although we work with a continually changing number of providers, we refer to
the size of our network as over 6,000 provider locations nationwide..

Hearing Aid
Allowance or Benefit

TruHearing has several programs that allow health plans to structure their hearing
aid coverage in various ways. Some will choose a simple discount program. Others
will offer a hearing aid benefit or a hearing aid allowance. How to use the correct
term in marketing collateral:
Benefit: A benefit is when a health plan uses TruHearing as an integrated part of
its healthcare coverage. This usually takes the structure of hearing aids offered
to members for specified copayment amounts, that can only be used through
TruHearing.
Allowance: An allowance is a lump sum available to members to help cover the
cost of hearing aids. An allowance can be used to purchase hearing aids anywhere.
Example:
• You can combine your $2,500 hearing aid benefit with TruHearing pricing to save
even more.

Hearing Aid
Copayments

Under some TruHearing programs, the health plan gives the members a hearing
aid benefit so customers have a copayment for their hearing aids. All prices in
these programs should be referred to as member copayments.
• Do: BCBS offers a hearing aid benefit through TruHearing—only $699 member
copayment (per aid) for hearing aids.
• Don’t: Under the TruHearing Select program, the price of the Chime 500 is only
$699 after your embedded benefit with BCBS.

Hearing Healthcare
Providers

TruHearing works with audiologists and hearing instrument specialists without
discrimination. As such, we never refer to our network as exclusively audiologists or
hearing instrument specialists. Always refer to the combination of both groups as
providers.

Partners and
Relationship
Language

TruHearing works with health plans, manufacturers, and providers. Here’s how to
refer to each:
• We have health plan partners
• We work with hearing aid manufacturers
• We have a network of providers or provider network
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Terms, Phrases, and Usage Unique to TruHearing (continued)
Audience Names

• Health insurance plans have members
• TruHearing has customers
• Providers have patients

Hearing Consultants

The TruHearing phone staff that take calls from health plan members and schedule
patient appointments are called Hearing Consultants. “Hearing Consultant” is a title
and is therefore capitalized.
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Unique Language Used in Co-Branded Materials
BlueCross BlueShield

The BlueCross BlueShield Association is an organization of various health plans
across the country. Each BCBS plan has its own naming conventions and rules.
Popular variations:
• BlueCross BlueShield of [state]
• Blue Cross and Blue Shield of [state]
• Blue Cross of [state]
• Blue Shield of [state]
• BCBS[state abv.], e.g., BCBSAZ
Always refer to individual plans in the manner and format they specify.
When in doubt, go to the individual plan website, scroll to the bottom, and look at
the way they refer to themselves in their copyright notice.

FEP

FEP is the BlueCross BlueShield program that administers benefits to federal employees. FEP is an acronym for “Federal Employee Program.”
When referring to the FEP program, use:
• First instance: Blue Cross and Blue Shield Service Benefit Plan
• Subsequent: Service Benefit Plan
Participants in the plan are referred to as:
• FEP members
• Service Benefit Plan members
• Members
These guidelines have been applied to varying degrees historically and
have changed without formal notice from time to time. Always use the
latest wording and phrasing given to us by FEP.

Blue365

Blue365 is an independent program affiliated with the BlueCross BlueShield
Association that gives members of select BCBS companies deals on health and
wellness products and services. TruHearing is available to many—but not all—BCBS
members through this program.
Any content published in partnership with Blue365 needs to include the following
language:
• THIS IS NOT INSURANCE
• TruHearing is an independent company providing discounts on hearing aids.
• TruHearing is offered through Blue365® which provides exclusive health and wellness deals and is a program of Blue Cross Blue Shield Association, an association of
independent Blue Cross and Blue Shield companies.
This text can be included in general copy, but usually resides near legal disclaimers on the
back or at the bottom of the content.
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